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About This Game

In Piloteer, a whimsical and serenely challenging physics-based game about learning to fly, a renowned inventor is determined
to overcome the stigma associated with flying a jetpack and convince the world that jetpacks should be revered by all.

Blending elements of both physics and trick-based games, players will need to maneuver their state-of-the-art jetpack through
the skies while completing a myriad of increasingly difficult missions to change public perceptions.

Players will find themselves immersed in a wholly integrated physics simulation, making the beautiful world around them feel
dynamic, unpredictable, and alive.

Ridiculous failure is imminent in Piloteer, making the accomplishments along the way feel all the more rewarding. Put on your
jetpack and take to the skies!

FEATURES
• Increasingly challenging gameplay with sixty different missions

• Three beautiful environments to fly around in
• Career and Free Fly modes

• Custom-composed, serene piano score
• Silly and ridiculous physics-based ragdoll effects
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Another old FSX airport by Aerosoft that has been converted to work in X-Plane 10 - yes, its compatible with X-Plane 11, but it
really looks dated - performance is mediocre, and outside the airport fence nothing has changed - the base scenery really doesn't
even remotely look like Antalya except for the coastline and terrain.. Best fantasy, strategy roleplaying wargame in the past few
years. It is lush, detailed and just stuffy to put yourself in this world. GET IT. This game is a lot better than I expected! i got it
when it was on sale and i started playing it right away. The story line is consistant and interactive with an interesting twist. I
enjoyed every minute of the game. The puzzles were difficult but not so hard that I got frsutrated, just took a little time. For this
being a game that was made by only one person it is amazing. The only thing i didnt really like was the translations in the game.
It was not made in english and so the wording is a bit off, either way i could still tell what they were saying but it was just a bit
annoying lol. I recommend thisgame - worth it!https://store.steampowered.com/app/550310/Root_Of_Evil_The_Tailor/#. Nice
game i like,the game have minor bug
and i like
buy is good :D. While only short (at the moment?) and not particular high resolution, it gives a good example of why VR should
succeed. MoFA allows you to see the scale of real world (in this case art) objects.
I’ve spent some time in space and various other fantasy scenes in VR, but this along with Destinations / Realities and The Lab
photogrammetry are the ones that leave the lasting impression of the future of VR.
 I’ve seen the Mona Lisa; it is as underwhelming IRL as it is in VR. To be able to choose what art or culture you appreciate by
actually seeing it (scale is the key) will be amazing.
. The idea is great, the implementation is pretty. All it needs is more online players (a whole lot more).
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There is nobody to play with anymore. I love the card game, but the steam version is impossible to play since there's nobody
online to play with.. If you consider everything that we have on steam, pombotroll is on average.
Good work steam.

Best regards,
Mineirinho ultra adventures fan.. Very relaxing - until the challenge level ramps up. Then it gets something else entirely.
Don't be fooled! This game is a hardcore puzzler at heart despite its cute appearance.

The streams mechanic is fairly unique and makes for interesting puzzles, both of the twitchy and the thoughtful kind.
Definitely a game I plan to go back to.

Also it's a steal. So if you have some interest in puzzle games, do yourself a favor and give this gem a shot (there is a demo).
You might be pleasantly surprised.

Also: Very good soundtrack!
. I mean it's expensive but hell was it worth it.. Nice concept, short, no dialog.
Can't say I had fun playing it, but what I can say is that it was interesting enough.. My favorite game
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